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In this week’s Tax Credit Tuesday podcast, Michael Novogradac, CPA, and Novogradac partner Dirk 

Wallace, CPA, discuss the proposed neighborhood homes tax credit (NHTC), including what needs the 

incentive would meet, where it  would likely be used and how it would be allocated. They also discuss 

recapture regulations, how states might adjust regulations to meet their needs and who would be the 

likely participants in the incentive. The conclude with a discussion of how renovations of homes could 

be covered by the credit, including financial sources to cover gaps, and what the Neighborhood Homes 

Tax Credit Working Group will address. 

  

Summaries of each topic:  

1. What needs the NHTC would serve that aren’t served by other incentives (2:34-4:19) 
2. What geographies would most likely see use of the NHTC and what determines census tract 

eligibility (4:20-6:29) 
3. How the NHTC would work and be allocated (6:30-8:59) 
4. Recapture regulations and limitations for homeowners (9:00-11:54) 
5. Details of per-capita allocation totals and regulations likely to apply and how states might adjust 

regulations to meet their needs (11:55-15:04) 
6. Developers and contractors most likely to participate in the NHTC and other funding programs 

that will likely be used (15:05-20:09) 
7. How renovations would work using the NHTC and what financing sources might help fill the 

gaps (20:10-22:21) 
8. Topics the NHTC Working Group will address (22:22-25:40) 
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Transcript 
[00:00:11] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: Hello, I'm Michael Novogradac and this is Tax Credit 
Tuesday. This is the Tuesday, July 20th, 2021 podcast. 

If you've been following the news in recent months, you're very much aware that president Joe Biden 
and Congress have been working to find common ground on legislation and infrastructure. On today's 
podcast, we're going to discuss a new tax incentive provision that could be included in such 
infrastructure legislation. I'm talking about the neighborhood homes tax credit or NHTC. The NHTC is 
a new tax credit that would be created by enactment of the Neighborhood Homes Investment Act. The 
Neighborhood Homes Investment Act, or NHIA, is a bipartisan bill. It was included in both houses of 
Congress this year. It was also included in President Biden's recently released budget plan. The 
neighborhood homes tax credit would provide financial support for the construction and rehabilitation 
of single-family homes in distressed neighborhoods, as well as increased home ownership opportunities 
in these communities. 

Now, when I had the honor and privilege to testify this past May at a House Ways and Means hearing 
about leveraging the tax code for infrastructure investment, the neighborhood homes investment credit 
was one of the proposed incentives. Since the provisions of that legislation are supported by both 
parties and both houses of Congress and President Joe Biden, there's reason to be very optimistic that 
the neighborhood homes tax credit will be enacted. 

Now my guest today is one of Novogradac in-house experts on the neighborhood homes tax credit, Dirk 
Wallace. Now regular podcast listeners will remember Dirk from a podcast episode in March when we 
talked about financing affordable housing with tax-exempt bonds and low-income housing tax credits. 
Now Dirk is back. Dirk is a partner in Novogradac’s Dover, Ohio, office. He leads the low-income 
housing tax credit working group and he also does extensive work in affordable housing, as well as the 
opportunity zones incentive. He's also heading up our neighborhood homes tax credit working group. 

In today's discussion., we're going to talk about what needs the Neighborhood Homes Investment Act is 
intended to fill as well as where this tax credit would most likely be used. Then we'll discuss how the 
credit would be accessed and give an overview of the credit as well as discuss who we think would be the 
developers and investors that would be most active, at least initially. We're going to finish by talking 
about the Neighborhood Homes Tax Credit Working Group and why you might want to be part of it. 
And we’ll close out the podcast with our Off-Mike segment, where I get to ask Dirk a few more fun 
questions. Not that discussing Neighborhood Homes Investment Act isn't fun, but non-tax credit fun 
questions. This is going to be an informative discussion. So if you're ready, let's get started. 

So Dirk, welcome back to Tax Credit Tuesday. 
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[00:02:29] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Thanks Mike. It's good to be back.  

What needs the NHTC would serve 
[00:02:31] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: So, as I mentioned in the introduction, you've worked in 
the low-income housing tax credit world for many, many years, and you've also been working with the 
opportunity zone incentive since it became part of the tax code. And both of these incentives are 
designed to serve specific purposes, which seems like a good place to start in the discussion of the 
Neighborhood Homes Investment Act and the neighborhood homes tax credit. What need is this tax 
credit designed to serve? A need that isn't being served by existing tax incentives?  

[00:02:55] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Well, Mike, there are a lot of areas in the U.S. where there's homes in 
poor condition and if an owner were to do a substantial rehab or try to build a new home, the property 
values are really just too low to support the cost of construction. So this does make it difficult to attract 
homebuyers to those areas. 

What this incentive is intended to try to do is to fill that gap between the cost of new construction and 
the ultimate property value. Or for existing homeowners to help with the cost of renovation. So it's not 
just new construction, it can also be used for homeownership renovation. 

Now it's important to point out, though, that this is a home ownership tax credit. So I know we're used 
to working in the rental real estate area. This is not a rental subsidy. This is not a rental tax credit. This 
is a home ownership tax credit. So the developer/sponsor will have to sell these homes to eligible home 
buyers. 

They may be asking well, who's an eligible homebuyer? That would be a homebuyer with an income up 
to 140% of the median family income. So it is targeting these middle-class families and by doing this, 
there is a less of a chance for gentrification or displacement of current owners. And really the overall 
incentive is just being designed to spur further community development in these areas. 

Geographies that would most likely see use of the NHTC  
 [00:04:12] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: So we noted that it's for single-family home renovation or 
construction in distressed areas. So maybe we get to spend a moment on the areas that you think would 
be most likely to see the most activity, what specific geographies or types of neighborhoods or other 
features where we will see this credit used the most. 

[00:04:30] Dirk Wallace, CPA: You know, being from Ohio, I guess I'll talk about what I know. I 
kind of started thinking of Cleveland and maybe east Cleveland, areas where there's a high construction 
costs, but yet that area just wouldn't support the values in those area, wouldn’t support the cost of that 
construction. Immediately I thought east Cleveland could be popular in that area. Other areas which 
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might not pop into people's minds right away would be Indian Country. We do a lot of work with native 
organizations and housing authorities there. We work with them on LIHTC developments, which 
coincidentally, most of those LIHTC developments are single-family homes or duplexes or triplexes and 
they do have some home ownership programs, but I think just based on the current makeup of the 
LIHTC developments there, I think this could be very popular, especially in Indian Country.  

[00:05:19] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: In order to be eligible for the credit the property would 
have to be located in a qualified census track. And it's qualified census tracks separately defined from 
qualified census track for the low-income housing tax credit. And there's several different categories of 
qualifying QCTs, but rather than go through all of them, maybe you can give a couple of high points on 
some of the factors that would allow a census track to be qualified, just to give a sense as to what the 
meaning of distress is. 

[00:05:45] Dirk Wallace, CPA: The first one is the poverty rate. So the poverty rate would have to be 
at least 130% of the area poverty rate. The median family income would also have to be less than 80% of 
the area median income. And then the final one, since we are talking about homeownership, the median 
home value would have to be less than 100% of the area median home value. So, those are kind of the 
three main points that have qualified census track.  

[00:06:08] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: And I would just note for our listeners, there are a couple 
of other categories as well, which we don't want to get too much into the weeds here. We want to give a 
general sort of overview, but that's another reason to be engaged in our working group if you have 
thoughts on the qualifying factors, we'd love to hear from you through the working group. 

How the NHTC would work and be allocated 
So maybe the fact that it's a home ownership tax credit and we've discussed the properties need to be 
located in a qualified census tract, which is a term used technically in order to identify distressed areas. 
Maybe you could give an overview now as to how the credit would actually work, since it's not an as-of-
right credits, like the historic tax credit where there's no cap on it. Maybe you can discuss the whole 
allocation methodology and how you would see it being used at a fairly high-level overview.  

[00:06:56] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Sure. So the developer sponsor would have to apply for this credit to 
a state agency. Now, the state agencies are going to be in charge of setting up the policies around how 
you would apply in areas in which no might get extra points or whatever that process might be. But to 
start with the new construction side, again, this is a one-time credit. We may not have mentioned that 
before, but it's a one-time credit that is earned upon the sale to a qualified home buyer. And what it's 
intended to do is to cover that gap between the development cost and the selling price. Now the credit 
actually can't exceed that delta. So once you determine your development cost, which does include land, 
I know people in the LIHTC world may think of land as a bad cost at this does include land for 
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development costs here. You look at your development cost and your selling price and the credit cannot 
exceed 35% of that. There's a whole host of other minimums and maximums that we won't get into, but 
just kind of as an extreme example, you wouldn't be able to have a $200,000 home, a development cost 
of $200,000 and sell it for $10,000 and expect to get $190,000 tax credit. There are safeguards in place 
that won't allow for that, but really the point of kind of the developer is to identify potential properties 
or developments and look at the cost of construction, compare that to the home price and then apply for 
those credits and those credits could fill that gap. 

[00:08:22] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: And I'll add for our listeners’ sake, we talk about single-
family homes, but it could also be duplexes and other types of for-sale housing. Know that it's fairly 
broad in terms of the types of properties, but it is about home ownership. So if a developer goes 
through, gets an award, build some homes or renovate some existing homes and then sells the homes, 
there's a one-time credit that is eligible on the sale, which we'll talk about a bit in a moment in terms of 
some of the limitations, how it's calculated, but then what? So now you have a homeowner that 
qualified, what are the recapture rules for the investor? And/or the developer, if they claimed credit 
themselves. And what are the limitations on the new homeowner who's now bought a home at below 
cost?  

Recapture regulations and limitations for homeowners 
[00:09:08] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Sure. So the good news is, there's no recapture to the investor. And 
so the recapture provisions are really associated with the homeowner, which is a little different than 
how a lot of programs work. There's a five year, if you want to call it recapture period, there's a five-year 
period where if the homeowner were to sell their home within that five-year period, they would have to 
pay a portion of the gain if there is a gain back to the state agency. So it would be 50% of the gain in 
Year 1, and then it would reduce 10% of year until you reach zero in Year 5. So that would be paid back 
to the state agency. Now, one thing that the … 

[00:09:47] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: I think I will just actually interject there. It definitely is 
interesting in that it isn't a technically a tax credit recapture amount as you noted, since the homeowner 
didn't claim a tax credit, it was the investor on the developer side. But in essence, there is a repayment 
obligation of the homeowner to the state agency. So we work a lot with the low-income housing tax 
credit, where there's recapture, that goes to the federal government. It'd be interesting if in a lot of a tax 
credit area, there was a repayment to the actual state agency that could use those resources for other 
purposes. So this is a repayment to the state agency.  

[00:10:21] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Yep. That's a good point. And I think that's really easy to calculate on 
new construction. You have the cost of the home and you know what that gain is. But I know just kind 
of talking about one thing that the working group might address is what about for the owner-occupied 
rehabs? There may be some sort of building gain there where the construction costs themselves didn't 
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attribute to–the full gain wasn't attributed just to those construction costs. So how would that potential 
building gain be calculated when I'm looking at recapture for homeowner-occupied rehabs? 

[00:10:56] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: Yeah, there's a lot for the working group to think through 
at a high level. It's a very well-designed statute, it's just when you get into the actual operational side, 
which is what our working groups always sort of focus on is for operational side. And how do you 
develop common practices as well as identify issues that, each time you read the code section, new 
questions arise and one of owner-occupied rehabs is certainly one. I will also note that we talk a bit 
about developers going in and applying for the incentive, but there's also the potential for contractors 
that are doing rehabs in communities to go in and get the incentive as well as they are helping existing 
homeowners rehab their properties. 

Per-capita allocation totals, regulations and how states 
might adjust regulations 
So now we've talked about the purpose and overview as to how the incentive would work and we talked 
about there would be, we expect that there will be high demand. It is a capped credit versus an as-of-
right credit as I noted. Maybe you can talk a little bit more about the annual allocation levels and if you 
have any additional thoughts as to maybe the QAP aspects as a state agencies will be awarding the 
credit. So what we're talking about here on this podcast are the framing of the federal rules, but then 
states themselves will be able to overlay additional requirements.  

[00:12:12] Dirk Wallace, CPA: So to kind of start off with with the annual allocations, it is $6 per 
capita. So that's currently estimated at around $2 billion. Yeah, there will be small state minimums 
similar to the low-income housing tax credit. And then, when applying and developing these policies, 
there are some federal policies like you point out. The minimum rehab is $20,000 per unit, which may 
not seem like a lot, but I think in these areas, $20,000 is a lot to homeowners. The maximum sales 
price is four times the applicable median family income. So if your applicable median family income is 
$75,000, your max price is $300,000. So you can't sell the home for more than that. So it'll be 
interesting to see if states adjust those maximums. Because I know the other programs, we have deeper 
targeting and things like that. So it will be interesting to see what happens there. One limit I do want to 
point out too, is on the acquisition costs. The acquisition costs are limited to 75% of the rehab costs. So 
again, they don't want you to have a large acquisition and a minor rehab here. 

[00:13:27] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: I tend to think of it as there are sale price limits, as you 
mentioned, a limit on the sale price of four times if applicable area median income and then there are 
rules around what you get to include in basis, because the credit calculation itself is 35% of the 
qualifying costs. And as you point out, within those qualifying costs, you can include acquisition costs 
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including land, but that land and existing building acquisition costs can't exceed–or the amount that 
you can include won’t exceed 75% of your rehab costs. 

So it is designed to be a notable subsidy or notable rehabs. Not a real light rehab. And then there's also 
an overall limitation on your eligible credits to national median home sale prices. Once again to ensure 
it is helping out in distressed communities and not homes that are selling at values above 80% of the 
national or including credits on basis above 80% of the national median sale price. So there are a 
number of these sort of limits. And as you point out, we certainly expect state agencies to add additional 
limitations as part of a competition and to further hone this credit to address the needs of an individual 
state. 

And that's certainly one of the things that our working group will be working on are, what are some of 
the practices that we think states should be adopting in terms of administering the credit? I also suspect 
that the National Council of State Housing Agencies would get pretty involved pretty fast in terms of 
providing guidance to various state agencies as they administer the credit, but that would remain to be 
seen. 

Developers and contractors most likely to participate, 
other sources 
So let's maybe talk now about the developers that we would expect to access these credits. I mentioned 
developers or contractors, because you could see contractors as well that are working in given 
neighborhoods going to existing homeowners and applying for the credit to help underwrite the cost of 
that, which we'll talk about maybe in a moment. But maybe if we think about it from the standpoint of 
new construction or renovation of existing properties that's going to be sold to a new homeowner. What 
are you hearing with your developer clients in terms of their level of interest in an incentive like this.  

[00:15:37] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Yes, we are. We are hearing from both low-income housing tax credit 
developers and some new market tax credit participants that are interested in this credit. As we 
mentioned earlier, a single-family home developments are already being done, especially under the low-
income housing tax credit program, so it kind of seems a natural transition to look at other types of 
subsidies like this subsidy or this tax incentive being used. There are other home ownership programs 
out there that are being utilized by nonprofit developers. We have a number of nonprofit developers 
where they may have to try to fill the entire gap because that's how other programs work, so this could 
either work in conjunction with other programs, and I think we're going to see that. But I think this 
really won't be a standalone program. I kind of see this as is working well with other programs that are 
already out there.  

[00:16:30] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: Right. That's certainly going to be key as with most tax 
incentives that we work with, is to what extent can it overlay other incentives and other financing and 
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the rest to get the most value for the federal government and best serve the communities. So those are 
some of the potential users. Maybe we could talk about the other half of this user question. We've talked 
about really the applicants who might be applying to the state agency for rights to the credit and then 
will be developing, constructing, renovating in these neighborhoods. Sometimes the investor will 
actually be that developer or the contractor that goes into the state agency gets an award. But I suspect 
in most cases that won't be the case. In most cases there will need for an equity investor, just like the 
low-income housing tax credit, new markets, historic, renewable energy and the like, so who do you see 
as the likely investors in this? 

 [00:17:27] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Oh, we've had some LIHTC syndicators reach out to us. And I look at 
it and say this is a one-time credit with no recapture to the investor. I mean, what's not to like about 
that? Sign me up. But this does seem like something that would be good for our financial institution 
investors, that it’s good for getting CRA credit. There are some accounting issues that we might have to 
work through, that the working group would have to address. Is there a basis reduction and how that 
might impact the appetite for investors. But I do think we'll see some of the same investors that we're 
seeing in the low-income housing tax credit industry as well as new market tax credit industry. 

[00:18:07] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: I will note that the current thinking is that there, as you 
know, isn't a basis reduction and as a consequence, an investor in one of these funds would be able to 
claim a tax credit as well as get a tax deduction for the loss on the sale of the property. So that is the 
foundational economic return that would go with the credit. And as you point out there's GAAP issues 
associated with that. There's confirmation about the basis reduction, there’s a number of issues 
embedded in my very simple observation about what the core benefits are. And once again, more work 
for the working group. 

I would also note, as you and I have discussed somewhat at length, currently it doesn't appear that 
individual investors would likely be a major category of investors–absent maybe if it's a smaller 
developer getting an award and using it themselves and there are certainly scenarios where I can think 
of individuals being investors, but it's something that, as drafted right now, there are a number of issues 
that appear to limit the ability of many individuals to be able to invest. And that might be something 
that our working group meetings could be addressing. And I say, as it's currently drafted, because as we 
probably know, if it is enacted, the bill will likely have changes and some of those changes could make 
the investment opportunity more attractive to individuals. 

Now, if there's any more you wanted to say about that potential individual market by,  

[00:19:34] Dirk Wallace, CPA: I do think we will see a wide range of development sizes. So it could 
be, if individuals are going to use this as you point out, it could be just for one or two homes and you 
have to kind of look at that and say, is it worth just rehabbing homes? Or are you going to have 
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developers packaging together, say a 100-home project and doing 100-home new construction and that 
would be pretty attractive to your more institutional investors.  

How renovations would work and financing sources 
might help fill the gaps 
[00:20:02] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: So we did mention, earlier and I said, we'd come back to 
it, the ability to use the credit to rehabilitate existing properties with existing homeowners. If I'm one of 
the homeowners in one of these distressed neighborhoods, it definitely seems like this is great because 
this will be a subsidy for the renovation costs. Now I myself wouldn't claim the credit, the developer or 
contractor would come in and do the renovation and they’d be entitled to this credit up to 35% tax 
credit on the renovation costs, but that still means  65% of the costs that needs to be paid. And that 
doesn't sound, I would suspect, for many homeowners in these neighborhoods at 65% piece isn't going 
to be a readily accessible in terms of affordability and the like. So what have you heard about in terms of 
potential financing sources to help fill such gaps?  

[00:20:53] Dirk Wallace, CPA: So there are some HUD programs out there, as well as other 
homeownership programs out there. HOME funds can be used for this. In Indian country, there's also a 
number of home ownership programs as well. And that's one reason why we think this would work well 
there. Ultimately, this is something I know that the working group is going to look into and I'm sure 
there's a lot of programs out there that we're not aware of and those are just a few that I know of at the 
top of my head, but I'm sure there's a lot of programs that we could be pairing with this credit. 

Topics the NHTC Working Group will address 
[00:21:21] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: It is one of the beauties of the concept of a tax credit like 
this and the public-private partnership concept, is that you can create an incentive, not to cover all the 
costs, cover a portion, and then go give it to the states and then let the market, if you will, figure out the 
most efficient ways to use the incentive and fill the gap. I have no doubt that there'll be additional 
developments in the sense of financing sources and the rest that A) get identified or B) get created to fill 
this need. So that's one of the exciting areas here and now the federal government can provide this 
incentive that spurs on additional energy and activity in these areas. 

So as listeners can tell there's a lot that we know about the incentives and how it would work. And 
there's obviously a lot, that's still TBD, to be determined, A) in terms of what the actual statute would 
ultimately say and then B) how it would end up being administered at the state level, what guidance we 
would need from the IRS and also how do we develop community standards within the tax credit. When 
the new market tax credit came out or opportunity zones came out, we knew we weren't going to get all 
of our questions answered by the IRS, just because there's too many questions. You had to develop kind 
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of a common practice and that's why we have the opportunity zones working group. It's why we formed 
the new market tax credit working group. It's obviously why we have the low-income housing tax credit 
working group and why the NHTC working group is needed. 

I will share a link in today's show notes as to how to access information about the working group, but 
maybe you could share, Dirk, with the audience, what some of the many items the working group we 
expect to work on and knowing that the members themselves are going to drive it, so the members 
themselves are come and they'll bring lots of interesting questions themselves that I'm sure will be part 
of What we do. 

 [00:23:11] Dirk Wallace, CPA: So it’s always good to be involved early. So obviously we're talking 
about this and it's not enacted yet, but it is good to kind of be on the front end here. As we mentioned, 
there are a lot of moving parts with this things we know and don't know. Just like with the opportunity 
zones working group and the proposed regs that came out with that, there likely would be proposed regs 
coming out for us to comment on, possibly a chance to testify for the IRS and just getting your voice 
heard and what you would like to try to achieve from this credit, that's really what the working group 
will be looking at the policy discussions and looking at gap financing that that's out there. Being in the 
working group, you would kind of be on the leading edge of kind of what's going on with this tax credit. 

[00:24:01] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: I always like to think about with our working groups is 
No. 1 an education factor in that there'll be all the questions and issues that we'll be discussing. And 
since it's new, there's going to be a lot of ground to cover. So there's a huge education component of the 
working group. And we generally have monthly calls, as well as subgroup calls, to get a little bit more 
wonky at times. But I think the education factor is pretty huge. 

And then secondly, as you mentioned, the ability to influence the regulatory process. Potentially some 
of the statutory drafting, but really it's focused on the regulatory and the guidance area to try to help 
draft regulations that will lead to the credit serving the needs that it would serve. It's also opportunity to 
weigh in on why we shouldn't make certain recommendations. So it's also opportunities of “no, don’t do 
that.” That's not the best use. So it's both actively promoting certain policies as well as kind of having it 
influencing us, waiving certain policies in terms of the regulatory. And it's not just that the federal 
regulatory level, it also be in terms of broad sort of state practices. And then maybe a fourth area also is 
to help develop common industry practices. One of the things with a new credit like this, I would like to 
say, you want to travel within the herd. You'll want to be taking tax positions that have common 
agreement among tax practitioners and investors and the like, and there'll be many areas where there's 
not clear guidance and you'll want to make sure that you're traveling with others that are spending a lot 
of energy understanding it and are comfortable with the positions taken. So I know that some of our 
listeners are going to be interested in working groups. Maybe, Dirk, you can share your email address, 
which will also include in the show notes.  
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[00:25:43] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Sure. It’s Dirk.Wallace@novoco.com. You can also submit an inquiry 
about joining the working group online at www.neighborhoodhomestaxcredit.com. And there's also 
going to be additional information about the working group. That is the webpage we're also going to be 
posting news and other material related to the proposal. 

[00:26:13] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: Thank you very much, Dirk. As I noted, I'll include Dirk’s 
email address and that website in today's show notes. 

We also do expect to have a webinar in the future, once the credit gains a little bit more ground and 
then we'll have a webinar sort of early in the sort of rollout of this incentive that we're optimistic will be 
enacted. Dirk, please stick around for a few minutes for our Off-Mike section where I get to ask you 
some fun questions so our audience gets to know you better and maybe pick up some tips and wisdom. 

But before that, to our listeners, we do appreciate you listening to us every week. And we trust we're 
providing insightful and educational information that at some levels is also entertaining. If you have 
suggestions for future topics, please email them to cpas@novoco.com. And you can make sure that 
you're notified of each week's episode by following or subscribing to the Tax Credit Tuesday podcast. 
One option is to go to www.novoco.com/podcast to subscribe to and stream the show on our website 
and you can also follow or subscribe to Tax Credit Tuesday on iTunes, Spotify, Google Podcast, Stitcher 
and Radio Public. 

Off-Mike Section 
Now I'm pleased to reach our Off-Mike section, where listeners get to know more about our podcast 
guests. So I'm going to start, Dirk, with what is your favorite podcast? And I'll even say your second-
favorite podcasts, because you can't say Tax Credit Tuesday.  

[00:27:38] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Well, some people might be surprised to hear this, but I am an avid 
race fan, whether it's Formula 1, IndyCar, NASCAR. I try to keep up with it when I can. So along those 
lines, I would say my second-favorite podcast would be the Dale Jr. Download, which is with Dale 
Earnhardt Jr.  

[00:27:58] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: Wow. I did not know that. So I did learn something. I did 
not see that one coming. I did not see it coming around the turn. And is there a type of race, Formula 1 
or NASCAR, that you prefer more than the other.  

[00:28:15] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Yeah. I like the big, super speedways and NASCAR. If you've ever 
been to the Daytona racetrack, it's a sight to see. So we went there a few times, but they keep putting the 
Daytona 500 in the middle of tax season. I don't know. So one of these days, I’ll actually go to the race 
in February.  
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[00:28:34] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: So let's turn to your job. And I was wondering what part 
of your job energizes you the most?  

[00:28:40] Dirk Wallace, CPA: You know, I really like the ever-changing environment that we do 
work in with the low-income housing tax credit. There's been a lot of legislation that's been passed and 
in the past few years and that kind of keeps you on your toes in kind of keeping up with that. That's one 
reason why I looked at the neighborhood homes tax credit and thought, this would be fun. This would 
be, if this gets enacted, this is something to dig into and kind of keep me energized.  

[00:29:06] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: And then my third question I have for you, then I'll let 
you go. I appreciate all the time that you dedicated here this morning. What's the best professional 
advice that you've ever received.  

[00:29:16] Dirk Wallace, CPA: Well, I heard this a long time ago and it was to treat every client like 
they're your biggest client. And that is whether I’m working with the developer with one property or the 
modeling work for a group with 10 or 20 properties. It's really providing the same level of client service 
to each and every client. And you never know that one property turns into 10 turns into 20. Just kind of 
keeping the consistent client service.  

[00:29:44] Michael J. Novogradac, CPA: No, that's a great advice. I remember one client saying to 
me, they asked me if I had other clients because they felt like they were my only client because I was a 
responsive and all the rest and that's a great sense when a client will realize that and thank you for it. So 
well, thank you for being a guest on the podcast. Thanks for doing this Off-Mike section and I'll bring 
the podcast to a close that's it for now. 

I’m Michael Novogradac. Thanks for listening. 
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Additional Resources 

Email 

Dirk Wallace 

 

Neighborhood Homes Tax Credit Working Group 

Website 
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